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1. Introduction: Why Lake Myvatn?

3. Field survey method

2. Geological background of Myvatn
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4.2. Constituent materials4.1. Morphology

     On Mars, rootless cones have been pervasively identified in various regions [e.g. 
Fagents et al., 2002, Hamilton et al., 2010]. Particularly the young rootless cones in 
Central Elysium Planitia (CEP) is a key to understanding young Martian volcanism. 

Our target: strange rootless cone in CEP, Mars

     Several rootless cones have an inner cone in their summit crater: double rootless 
cone (DRC, Fig.1,2).  We suggested a possibility of successive explosions at the 
same place with decreasing explosivity [Noguchi and Kurita, 2011, 2012].

     We found terrestrial DRC in Iceland by aerial photo survey (Fig.3).

Aim: Reveal formation process and necessary conditions of DRC by 
investigation of Icelandic analogue.

Rootless cone: a pyroclastic cone which are formed by lava-water interaction

HiRISE : PSP_002226_1900

     Myvatn locates in northern Iceland (Fig.4). 
     In Myvatn area, there were 3 volcanic cycles; 
Ludent cycle (3800 years ago), Hverhjall cycle 
(2500-2300 years ago), and Myvatn fire (A.D.
1724-1729) [Einarsson, 1982].
In Hverhjall cycle, Myvatn rootless cones were 
formed.
     The basaltic lava emanated from 
Lúdentsborgir - Þrengslaborgir (fissure swarms, 
Fig.5).  
     The lava filled up the lake and formed several 
hundreds of rootless cones (Fig.6,7), then flowed 
through Laxa valley to the North Atlantic Ocean. 
The farthest rootless cones are identified on flood 
plane near Hagi, 50 km away from the source.

Fig.3: Double rootless cone, Lake Myvatn, Iceland.

Photo : Loftmyndir ehf

Fig.5: Geological map of 
Myvatn area.

Fig.9: Movable GPS 
receiver.     We have conducted topographical and geological 

survey.  
For topographic survey, we used RealTime-Kinematic 
GPS (RTKGPS, Fig.8) to characterize sub-m scale 
topography.  We brought 2 GPS; 1 as a base station, and 
the another as a movable receiver (Fig.9).  
     We also collected rock samples from top/middle/bottom 
part of the cone.  

Fig.14:Slope angle of different size 
rootless cones.

     For DRC, it is found that the 
slope angle is constant over the 
entire edifice (Fig.10). Since the 
constant slope angle of 33° is 
similar to the repose angle of 
slightly-irregular shaped granular 
material, the morphology 
suggests ballistic deposition of 
non- cohesive pyroclasts. The 
slope angle of the outer cone is 
larger than that of the inner cone 
(Fig. 11).

     For single rootless cone 
(SRC), the slope angle depends 
on the cone diameter (Fig.13, 
14). Bigger cone (cone diameter 
>100 m) has a constant slope, 
while the medium cone has 
largely different profile; the slope 
is increasing towards the summit.

     We also measured rootless 
cone in the other fields (Landbrot 
and Þjorsardalur).  We will 
compare Myvatn cone with them.

5. Application to Mars 6. Summary
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     DRC on Mars should were formed in lacustrine 
environment.  In this survey, we could not find 
double rootless cone except lake area.  So, also on 
Mars, DRC might formed by lava-lake water 
interaction.  As a supporting evidence, Noguchi and 
Kurita, 2012 showed the existence of topographic 
depression in double rootless cone area (Fig.19).  
This study shows the possibility of large amount of 
surface water during DRC formation in Athabasca 
Valles.

Fig.1: Double rootless cone in Athabasca 
Valles, Mars.

Fig.2: Cartoon of double rootless cone.
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Figure 1. Distribution of active volcanic systems among volcanic zones and belts in Iceland as depicted by Jóhannesson and
Sæmundsson (1998). Abbreviations are as follows: RR, Reykjanes Ridge; RVB, Reykjanes Volcanic Belt; SISZ, South Ice-
land Seismic Zone; WVZ, West Volcanic Zone; MIB, Mid-Iceland Belt; EVZ, East Volcanic Zone; NVZ, North Volcanic
Zone; TFZ, Tjörnes Fracture Zone; KR, Kolbeinsey Ridge; ÖVB, Öræfi Volcanic Belt; and SVB, Snæfellsnes Volcanic
Belt. Numbers refer to volcanic systems in Table 1. The large open circle indicates the approximate centre of the Iceland
mantle plume/anomaly as depicted by Wolfe et al. (1997). Dotted line shows the northern limits of the East Volcanic Zone,
whereas the hachured line indicates the boundary between the active and propagating rift segments of the zone. – Ein-
faldað kort sem sýnir dreifingu og útbreiðslu virkra eldstöðvarkerfa og gosbelta á Íslandi. Merkingar og skammstafanir:
RR, Reykjaneshryggurinn; RVB, Reykjanesgosbeltið; SISZ, Suðurlandsskjálftabeltið; WVZ, Vesturgosbeltið; MIB, Mið-Ís-
lands beltið; EVZ, Austurgosbeltið; NVZ, Norðurgosbeltið; TFZ, Tjörnes brotabeltið; KR, Kolbeinseyjarhryggurinn; ÖVB,
Öræfajökulsgosbeltið og SVB, Snæfellsnesgosbeltið. Númerin vísa til eldstöðvakerfa í töflu 1.
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Fig.4: Volcanic map of Iceland 
[Thordarson and Höskuldsson, 2008].

Fig.7: Distribution of rootless 
cone around Lake Myvatn.

Fig.8: Cartoon of RTKGPS.

Fig.6: Rootless cones in Myvatn.

Fig.11: Slope angle of outer cone 
and inner cone.

Fig.10: Topographic profile of double cone. Fig.12: Outcrop of double cone.

Fig.13: Rootless cones in Geirastadir, Myvatn.

• We focused on strange rootless cone in Iceland in point of 
comparison with Martian strange rootless cone. 

• We surveyed in Myvatn rootless cone by RTKGPS and collected 
samples.

• We suggests that DRC should were formed by lava-lake water 
interaction both on Earth and Mars from our investigation result of 
DRC around Myvatn.

• Various types of the rootless cones in Myvatn area are formed by 
various degrees of fragmentation process (various magnitudes of 
explosivity) from morphological analysis and size distribution data. 

Fig.17: Grain size distributions for each 
units.

Vindbelgjarfjall/platform

     To explore the explosivity associated with cone formation we utilized a 
diagram between mean grain size, Mφ and exponent power, α in the 
size distribution (Fig.18).  Mφ is defined as (φ16 + φ84)/2 and α is given 
by N(D) \prop D-α.  Larger values in Mφ and larger values in the 
exponent are considered to represent higher degree of fragmentation, 
higher explosivity from field observations in the terrestrial scoria cones 
[Perugini et al, 2011, JVGR 202] and laboratory experiments [Kueppers 
et al., 2006, EPSL 248].  From the diagram of Fig.18 the following 

characteristics can be obtained;
         1) In DRC, the outer cone is formed by higher degree of fragmentation than the inner cone.
         2) Among SRCs larger cones is formed by higher degree of fragmentation.
         3) In a SRC upper-most part is formed by weaker fragmentation.
These characteristics are consistent with the morphological features such as the flank slope described in Fig. 11,14.

     The constituent material is different between DRC’s outer cone and 
inner cone.  Main part of the outer cone is comprised of lapilli-size non-
cohesive pyroclasts, whereas that of the inner cone is welded-
pyroclasts or agglutinate (Fig.12).  We consider the difference of 
cohesive force between the pyroclasts should control the morphological 
difference and slope angles.
     Grain size distribution of the pyroclast is related to the magnitude of 
the explosion.  The explosion with higher intensity produces large 
number of fine grains by intense fragmentation. 
     Fig.17 shows grain size distribution of pyroclasts from rootless cones 
around Lake Myvatn.  It is found that unit from inner cone and upper/
middle units from small single cone have coarser pyroclast relative to the 
others.

Fig.19: Distribution of DRC in Athabasca Valles, Mars.
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※　φn=φ value at n% in cumulative curve.

Fig.20: Rootless eruption in the lava 
field of Fimmvörðuháls (29/3 2010). by 

Armann.

Fig.18: Diagram of Mφ and α for each units.
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